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in Fe x TaS2 single crystals (0.23  x  0.35)
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Very large magnetoresistance discovered in single crystals of the ferromagnetic Fe-intercalated transition-metal
dichalcogenide Fe0.28 TaS2 was attributed to the deviation of the Fe concentration from commensurate values
(x = 1/4 or 1/3), which caused magnetic moment misalignments. Here we report a study of Fex TaS2 crystals
with 0.23  x  0.35, demonstrating that crystallographic defects lead to spin disorder, which correlates with
magnetotransport properties, such as switching magnetic field HS , magnetoresistance (MR), and even zero-field
resistivity ρ0 and temperature coefficient A in ρ(T ) = ρ0 + AT 2 : The ordering temperature TC and Weiss
temperature θW are maximized at the superstructure composition x = 1/4, whereas Hs , MR, ρ0 , and A are
minimum. Conversely, at a composition intermediate between the superstructure compositions x = 1/4 and 1/3,
the corresponding magnetotransport properties reach local maxima.
DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevB.94.054406

I. INTRODUCTION

Magnetoresistance (MR) is the change in resistivity with
applied magnetic field. The ordinary magnetoresistance in
bulk metals is generally a few percent [1]. In contrast to bulk
metals, Baibich et al. [2] discovered giant magnetoresistance
(GMR) in two-dimensional (2D) Fe/Cr magnetic superlattices
where MR can be as large as 60%. Since then, intense
interest has arisen due to potential industrial applications, and
GMR was observed in more magnetic/nonmagnetic/magnetic
heterostructures [3–11]. The GMR [2] in these heterostructures
was qualitatively explained by a two-current model [12,13]
where spin-up and spin-down electrons had different resistivities due to their opposite alignment with the magnetization
of a magnetic layer. This resulted in a spin-up current and
spin-down current, which, in turn, generated either a highor a low-resistivity state due to the relative alignment of the
magnetization in the different magnetic layers.
The antiparallel magnetization between magnetic layers in magnetic/nonmagnetic/magnetic heterostructures was
attributed to the Ruderman-Kittel-Kasuya-Yosida (RKKY)
interactions [14]. These antiparallel alignments mediated by
the RKKY interaction were supported by the thickness dependence of the interplane coupling strength [14]. The concept of
antiparallel alignment was later generalized to the misalignments of spins [15,16]. Although GMR was predominantly
observed in two-dimensional systems due to the increased
interfacial scattering where the misalignment occurred, the
same physics could take place in some three-dimensional (3D)
systems where ferromagnetic (FM) clusters were immersed in
a nonmagnetic matrix [16,17]. The GMR in both 2D and 3D
systems indicates that the misalignment of magnetic moments
is crucial to produce a large magnetoresistance [15–17].
Meanwhile, materials that have large MR are still rare
and in demand. To search for new materials that have large
MR, beyond 2D heterostructures, ferromagnetic materials that
can easily have misalignments of the magnetic moments are
preferred. In the ongoing research, intercalated transitionmetal dichalcogenides may be ideal candidates because of the
potential for tuning their magnetic properties through different
2469-9950/2016/94(5)/054406(7)

types or amounts of intercalants [18–20] and their inherent
potential for large magnetic anisotropy. Fe-intercalated TaS2
has a ferromagnetic ground state for x = 0.23–0.4 in Fex TaS2
with the magnetic easy axis along the c axis, which is
perpendicular to the TaS2 planes [18,19]. When x is equal
to 1/4 or 1/3,
intercalated Fe ions form commensurate
√ the √
2a × 2a or 3a × 3a superlattices, respectively [18,19].
Recently, large MR was discovered in Fe0.28 TaS2 [21] when
a minute (x = 0.03) Fe concentration departure from the
Fe1/4 TaS2 superstructure resulted in an increase in MR close
to two orders of magnitude [22]. It was suggested that the
large MR in the Fe0.28 TaS2 single crystals was due to the
magnetic disorder scattering. Here we report magnetization
and MR of ferromagnetic Fex TaS2 single crystals with various
Fe concentrations. Our results suggest that the MR in Fex TaS2
indeed results from the magnetic disorder scattering, which
is due to the misalignment of the magnetic moments. In turn,
the misalignment is attributed to crystallographic defects, such
as vacancies due to the deviation from the commensurate Fe
concentrations (1/4 or 1/3), the antiphase boundaries [23,24],
or both. Surprisingly, even larger magnetoresistance is now
unveiled in x = 0.297 single crystals: Even though the T =
2 K magnetotransport properties fall in line with the trend
as a function of Fe content x, just a small temperature
increase to T = 2.3 K results in a remarkable increase in MR
to 140%. This observation is consistent with the disorderenhanced MR scenario and underlines the complexity of the
magnetotransport properties in Fex TaS2 and their correlations
with the crystallography. This identifies a plausible pathway to
enhanced controllable MR in magnetic systems just off from
crystallographic order or with otherwise enhanced disordered
magnetic scattering.

II. METHODS

Fex TaS2 single crystals were prepared using iodine vapor
transport in a sealed quartz tube as described elsewhere [22].
The typical size of the resulting single crystals was 2 ×
2 × 0.1 mm3 . The Fe concentration was determined from
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FIG. 1. ZFC (solid circles) and FC (open circles) temperaturedependent magnetic susceptibility M/H of Fe0.348 TaS2 with H =
0.01 T (H  c) with the low-temperature range shown in the inset.
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The magnetic susceptibility M/H for Fex TaS2 single
crystals with x between 0.23 and 0.35 has been measured
anisotropically with an applied field of H = 0.01 T. Within
this concentration region, Fex TaS2 had been reported to
order ferromagnetically. This is indeed confirmed by the
temperature-dependent magnetic susceptibility as exemplified
by the zero-field-cooled (ZFC) (full symbols) and field-cooled
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At high temperatures, Curie-Weiss behavior is signaled by
the linear inverse susceptibility H /(M − M0 ) (Fig. 2), after
a temperature-independent magnetization contribution χ0 =
M0 /H has been accounted for. The effective moment μeff values, which are derived from the linear fits of the inverse susceptibility at high temperatures, are between 3.95 and 5.88μB /Fe.
The magnetic susceptibility significantly increases upon cooling through the ferromagnetic order at TC (Fig. 1). The TC
values are determined from both the magnetization derivative
dM/dT [open symbols, left axis, inset of Fig. 3(a)] and the
resistivity data shown below. The TC , μeff , and χ0 for all
Fex TaS2 compounds in this study are listed in Table I.
The H = 0 temperature-dependent resistivity data
ρ(T )/ρ(300 K) are shown in Fig. 3(a) with the inset illustrating
how TC is determined from the minimum or maximum in
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FIG. 2. The inverse magnetic susceptibility H /(M − M0 ) (symbols) of Fex TaS2 , x = 0.231,0.246,0.249,0.25 (from Ref. [22]),
0.264, 0.280 (from Ref. [21]), and 0.348, together with an example
of the Curie-Weiss fit at high temperatures (solid line) with a vertical
arrow marking the Weiss temperature θW .
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FIG. 3. (a) Temperature-dependent resistivity of Fex TaS2 single
crystals (x = 0.231, 0.246, 0.249, 0.264, 0.280, and 0.348) with
H = 0 and i  ab. The symbols mark the Curie temperature TC
as determined from dM/dT and dρ/dT as illustrated in the inset
for x = 0.348 (open symbols, left axis and full symbols, right axis,
respectively). Data for x = 0.28 are from Ref. [21]. (b) ρ(T ) vs T 2
for x = 0.249, 0.250, and 0.264 with solid lines representing fits to
ρ(T ) = ρ0 + AT 2 . The insets show the low-temperature range for
clarity.
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TABLE I. Summary of magnetic and electrical transport properties of Fex TaS2 crystals.
x
TC (K)
θW (K)
χ0 (emu/molFe )
μeff (μB )
μsat = M(2 K, 9T ) (μB )
Hs (2 K) (T )
M/Ms (2 K)
ρ(300 K) (m cm)
ρ0 (m cm)
A(μ cm−1 K−2 )e
MR(2 K) (%)

0.231

0.246

0.249

0.250a

0.264

0.280b

0.297

0.308

0.348

42.7
56.8
0.0025
5.88
2.59
5.1c

80.4
101.3
0.0005
4.24
3.1
7.25
0.146
1.08
0.816
0.0452
8

137.6
149.1
0.0005
3.95
3.15
5.92
0.099
6.14
2.940
0.171
3

160
162
− 0.0005
5.03
4
3.9
0.003
0.05
0.0175
0.0028
0.5

89.9
105.1
− 0.0002
4.74
3.82
9
0.3056
2.50
1.242
0.288
35d

68.8
64.6
0.008
4.67
4
6.2
0.388
0.76
0.200
0.18
60

38
66.9
0
4.85
4.12
3.35
0.345
0.54
0.115
0.084
140f

38
60.3
0
4.88
4.21
2.59
0.144
0.54
0.065
0.061
35f

38
62.0
0.002
4.46
3.76
2.38
0.005
0.92
0.0804
0.0848
4

1.17
0.915
15

a

From Ref. [22].
From Ref. [21].
c
Coercive field Hc .
d
MR at T = 4 K.
e
A in ρ(T ) = ρ0 + AT 2 .
f
MR at T = 2.3 K.
b

the derivatives of the magnetic susceptibility (left axis) and
resistivity data (right axis). The weakly linear decrease in
ρ(T )/ρ(300 K) above TC is indicative of poor metal behavior,
whereas a drop below TC is consistent with the loss of spin
disorder scattering at the FM ordering [22]. Furthermore,
power-law behavior ρ(T ) = ρ0 + AT 2 is evident for x >
0.231 at low temperatures. Figures 3(b)–3(d) exemplifies
the linear ρ vs T 2 behavior for compositions around the
commensurate x = 0.25 value while pointing to a minimum
in the quadratic temperature coefficient A exactly at x = 0.25.
Not surprisingly, the residual resistivity value ρ0 is also
minimized for the ordered superstructure, and the ρ0 and A
values across the series are listed in Table I.

The temperature-dependent data paint a picture of
nonmonotonous dependence on x of the magnetotransport
properties in Fex TaS2 with a singularity at the superstructure
composition x = 0.25: maximum Weiss θW and Curie TC
temperatures, minimum ρ0 , and A in ρ(T ) = ρ0 + AT 2 . Even
more remarkable behavior is unveiled by the field-dependent
magnetization and resistivity measurements with field
applied along the magnetic easy axis (H  c). When
x > 0.231, the magnetization isotherms M(H ) (Fig. 4) reveal
sharp magnetization switching, similar to that reported for
Fe0.25 TaS2 [22] and Fe0.28 TaS2 [21]. For x = 0.231 [Fig. 4(a)],
no sharp switching behavior was observed down to 2 K, and
M(H ) shows a typical hysteresis loop with a coercive field
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FIG. 4. H  c magnetization isotherms M(H ) for Fex TaS2 for (a) x = 0.231, (b) 0.246, (c) 0.249, (d) 0.264, (e) 0.280, 0.297, 0.308, and
(f) 0.348. The data for x = 0.25 and x = 0.280 are reproduced from Refs. [22,21], respectively. Arrows in (b) indicate the field sweep direction.
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FIG. 5. Magnetoresistance of Fex TaS2 (a) x = 0.231, (b) 0.246, (c) 0.249, (d) 0.264, (e) 0.280, and (f) 0.348. The data for x = 0.25 and
x = 0.280 are reproduced from Refs. [22,21], respectively. Arrows in (b) indicate the field sweep direction.

Hc  5.5 T for T  2 K. The Hs or Hc values are listed in
Table I. Even though the M(H ) isotherms do become more
square for compositions 0.231 < x < 0.25 [Figs. 4(b)
and 4(c)], their magnetization reaches only M  3μB /Fe
at the maximum field for our measurements, smaller than
the saturated moment M[9T ]  4μB /Fe for all other
compositions. The less than μsat magnetization for the
x < 0.25 is likely a result of larger field scale for saturation
in this composition, consistent with the finite M(H ) slope at
the maximum applied field.
A more complete picture of the magnetic properties of
Fex TaS2 can be drawn in conjunction with MR measurements
with MR given by
MR =

the x = 0.33 superstructure composition (Fig. 6). A minute
change in temperature from T = 2 K to 2.3 K results in tripling
the MR for x = 0.297 [Fig. 6(a)] for a maximum of nearly
140% at T = 2.3 K with a similar increase albeit smaller for
x = 0.308 [Fig. 6(b)].

H||c i||ab

ρ
ρ(H ) − ρ(0)
.
=
ρ0
ρ(0)

The MR measurements with magnetic-field H applied along
the c axis were performed at selected temperatures for all
compounds (Figs. 5 and 6). Below TC , as the magnetic-field
H increases from 0 to 9 T, MR of all single crystals with
x > 0.231 increases to a maximum value at HS and then drops
in a very narrow field interval H , followed by a nearly linear
decrease up to the maximum measured field H = 9 T. When
the magnetic-field direction is reversed, the same change in
MR is observed, resulting in a bow-tie shape of MR. For
x = 0.231, the bow-tie MR is more rounded than in the larger
compositions. This is qualitatively consistent with rounded
M(H ) loops. The MR of x = 0.264 crystal at 2 K appears to
have a smaller value than the one at 4 K. This is due to Hs of
this crystal being close or higher than the maximum applied
field of H = 9 T, and therefore no switching is observed at
T = 2 K within our field range. An even more remarkable
and nonmonotonous change in MR with temperature occurs
for the two compositions (x = 0.297 and 0.308) closest to

FIG. 6. Magnetoresistance of Fex TaS2 (a) x = 0.297 and (b)
0.308.
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The Hs values determined from the MR data are consistent
with those from M(H ) measurements, whereas the absolute
MR values vary greatly with x, even when M(H ) data
show little composition dependence. For 0.246  x  0.348,
the M(H ) shows nearly flat plateaus between −Hs and Hs
with small departures from μsat  4μB /Fe only close to the
switching field [Figs. 4(b)–4(f)]. However, the MR varies
over nearly two orders of magnitude within this composition range with a minimum MR (2 K)  1% for x = 0.25
(Ref. [22]) and a maximum MR (2.3 K)  140% for x =
0.297 (Fig. 6). Whereas the minimum at the x = 0.25
superstructure composition can be readily understood within
the picture of an ordered Fe sublattice, the maximum at
x = 0.297 is less readily apparent, but a likely explanation
is offered in the following Discussion section.
Qualitatively, when T < TC , crystals that have sharp
switching behavior share similar field dependence in MR measurements with bow-tie shapes and nonmonotonous change
in MR values with x. When T > TC , the bow-tie shape
disappears, and MR of all samples decreases monotonically
with increasing magnetic field (Fig. 5).
IV. DISCUSSIONS

A summary of the magnetotransport properties of Fex TaS2
is shown in Fig. 7. The striking nonmonotonous change in
the Curie temperature TC (circles) and the Weiss temperature
θW (hexagons) (top panel) results in a maximum at the
0.8
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FIG. 7. (a) TC (hexagons, left axis), θW (circles, left axis), ρ0
(left triangle, right axis), and A (right triangle, right axis) in ρ(T ) =
ρ0 + AT 2 as a function of x in Fex TaS2 . (b) Hs (pentagon, left axis),
M/Ms (squares, right axis), and MR (diamond, right axis). An
example of a Fex TaS2 single crystal is shown in the inset in (a).
Open symbols indicate the absence of sharp switching behavior in
the x = 0.231 compound.
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superstructure composition x = 0.25. All other properties of
Fex TaS2 , such as the residual resistivity ρ0 (left triangles),
the resistivity coefficient A (right triangles) in H = 0 ρ(T ) =
ρ0 + AT 2 [Fig. 7(a)], the switching field Hs (pentagons), and
MR at low temperatures (diamonds) [Fig. 7(b)], all display
minima at the same superstructure composition, whereas their
respective values are maximized at intermediate compositions
between the two known superstructures at x = 1/4 and
1/3. In particular, very large MR (∼140%) is observed in
Fe0.297 TaS2 [Fig. 6(a)]. Very large MR in Fe0.28 TaS2 was
previously attributed to magnetic disorder scattering [21,22]
described below, but a scenario that accounts for why this
large MR occurs at these particular compositions can only
be offered based on the current comprehensive composition
study.
Because Fex TaS2 has the magnetic easy axis along the
c axis, together with significant anisotropic magnetization
and sharp switching behavior [21,22], an Ising model can be
used to describe its magnetic properties. When all magnetic
moments are parallel to the c axis and the external magnetic
field, there is little or no magnetic disorder scattering. Once an
opposite magnetic field is applied, some magnetic moments are
flipped and form antiparallel pairs with neighboring magnetic
moments. The pairs function as carrier scatterers and produce
increased resistivity. When the magnetic field is larger than
a critical value Hs , all magnetic moments are flipped and
aligned with the external field, and consequently the MR
decreases with the lack of scattering off of antiparallel spin
pairs.
Because the resistivity depends on the fraction of these
antiparallel pairs, the formation of additional pairs before
reaching Hs results in a relatively larger resistivity. The amount
of antiparallel pairs can be estimated from the magnetization
measurements because the formation of antiparallel pairs
reduces the magnetic moment from its saturation value μsat .
Therefore, the relative decrease in the magnetic moment,
M
M[9T ] − M[−Hs + 0]
,
=
Ms
M[9T ]
before the sharp switching [illustrated in Fig. 4(e)] can be
used as a measure of the number of antiparallel spin pairs. The
M/Ms dependence on x is captured in Fig. 7(b) (squares).
The Hs and MR values correlate with M/Ms , all being
minimum at x = 0.25. More remarkable is that the maximum
in all these values appears at some intermediate composition
between the two superstructures at x = 1/4 and 1/3.
The M/Ms correlation with MR was also observed in
2D and 3D ferromagnetic systems, such as Ni81 Fe19 layers
separated by a nonmagnetic Cu layer [15] and ferromagnetically inhomogeneous Cu-Co alloys [16,17] and was attributed
to the misalignment of the spins [15–17]. There are also
substantive differences between Fex TaS2 and other magnetic
systems mentioned previously [15–17], most significantly that
the magnetic moments in Fex TaS2 flip along the c axis at Hs
instead of tilting off the c axis [21,22].
The large MR at intermediate ferromagnetic compositions
in Fex TaS2 and the nonmonotonous change in MR with
x prompt the need for understanding the magnetotransport
mechanism in these systems. By contrasting the small (<1%)
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MR in the commensurate (ordered) x = 0.25 compound [22]
with the very large MR (140%) in x = 0.297 single crystals, the disorder in the magnetic Fe sublattice is readily
apparent.
√
√ For x = 1/4 and 1/3, Fe ions form a 2a × 2a and 3a ×
3a superstructure, respectively, and all magnetic moments
have the same coupling strength with their neighbors. However, when the Fe concentration deviates from these specific
superstructure values, some vacancies are created, and the
magnetic moments near these vacancies have smaller coupling
strength with their neighbors. As a consequence, the magnetic
moments near the vacancies will be more easily flipped when
the opposite magnetic field is applied and antiparallel pairs
are created. This argument is supported by the observation
that M/Ms has a minimum value when x is close to the
commensurate concentration x = 0.25 and increases when
x deviates from this superstructure composition [Fig. 7(a)].
It also explains the maximum MR of x = 0.297 crystals, a
composition very close to the average of 0.25 and 0.33 where
this disorder is likely maximized.
The domain wall is a place where antiparallel spin pairs
can occur. This contribution to the MR was estimated to be
negligible due to the observation of large MR in a relatively
small number of domain walls in exfoliated Fe0.28 TaS2
crystals [21]. Meanwhile, a magneto-optic study [25] on
Fe0.25 TaS2 showed that the magnetic domains in this crystal
were of micrometer size, which was considered to be too large
to significantly contribute to MR. Although the domain wall
had a negligible contribution to MR in Fex TaS2 crystals, it
is still worth pointing out that further magneto-optic studies
on these Fex TaS2 crystals can reveal more details on the
correlations between iron concentration and domain-wall
evolution.
Another source of the antiparallel spin pairs is the existence
of phase boundaries
two commensurate superlat√ between
√
tices (2a × 2a or 3a × 3a) and the antiphase boundaries
where the atomic configuration is different from a perfect
arrangement within each commensurate superlattice. Both
types of boundaries can coexist for the same average Fe
concentration within one crystal [23,24]. It was also suggested
that the boundaries could cause pinning effects that affected
the magnetic properties in Fex TaS2 compounds, such as Hs or
Hc [23,24]. When a Fex TaS2 crystal has more boundaries,
which means smaller domain size, the pinning effect is
stronger. This yields a larger Hs value even though the Fe
concentration is fixed. This explains the different Hs values
reported for the same Fe concentrations [23,26]. The fact that,
in the current study, Hs and other magnetotransport properties
(ρ0 , A, M/Ms , and MR) are correlated, suggests that the
single crystals have homogeneous compositions and therefore
little or no phase boundaries.
Of note is the qualitative change in the shape of the MR
curves at T > 2 K for the x = 0.297 and 0.308 samples:
Whereas at T = 2 K, the MR drop at Hs is abrupt for all
compositions x > 0.231, this remains sharp for compositions
away from x = 1/3 (Fig. 5) and becomes broader with
just a small temperature increase (T = 2.3 K) for x = 0.297
and 0.308 (Fig. 6). Several scenarios can account for this
change and the largest MR up to 140% in the studied
compositions.

The first possibility is that the MR for the exact superstructure compositions x = 1/4 and 1/3 is minimized with the lack
of disorder. Departures from the ordered superstructures at
intermediate compositions between x = 1/4 and 1/3 result
in an increase in the magnetotransport properties, including
MR, M/Ms , and Hs . This scenario does not account for
the peak in the Curie temperature TC at x = 1/4 but a
monotonous decrease in TC with x even through x = 1/3.
However, this latter superstructure composition has remained
elusive throughout this study. It is also possible that the exact
x = 1/3 composition may have been inaccurately attributed to
systems with x very close to this superstructure composition,
given that the electron-diffraction images (based on which the
superstructure was determined) could not detect defects or
small departures from the exact x = 1/3 composition.
A second scenario could come from a change in anisotropy
for x  0.3. If the Ising model no longer holds, and the
moments could cant away from the c axis, this too could
lead to enhanced disorder scattering and large MR, whereas
the MR drop at Hs would become broader. This would then
allow for a weakening of the ferromagnetic coupling with a
possible antiferromagnetic component within the ab plane.
Although a more remote possibility, this may explain the continuous decrease in TC with increasing x. Angular-dependent
magnetization and magnetoresistance measurements may help
validate one of these scenarios and, in turn, provide a potential
path to controllably large MR values.
Although most of our compounds show sharp switching
behavior in both M(H ) (Fig. 4) and ρ(H ) (Fig. 5), this behavior
is absent in the x = 0.231 crystals whereas the magnetization
and field-dependent resistivities are the same as those reported
in the ferromagnetically inhomogeneous alloy Co16 Cu84 [17].
This implies that the magnetic moment in Fe0.231 TaS2 may be
more Heisenberg-like instead of a simple Ising.

V. CONCLUSIONS

In this paper, we report the magnetotransport properties
of ferromagnetic Fex TaS2 compounds with x = 0.23–0.35
(Fig. 7). Our results suggest that strong axial anisotropy,
combined with crystallographic defects (including vacancies
and possible antiphase boundaries), induces the misalignment
of magnetic moments. In turn, this misalignment is the cause
of large MR in Fex TaS2 single crystals up to 140% at
compositions intermediate between the two superstructures
at x = 1/4 and 1/3. We provide an explanation for the large
MR in Fex TaS2 , which may be further applied to other highly
anisotropic ferromagnets in the search for new materials with
large MR.
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